OATLEY OOSHCARE INCORPORATED

Oatley Public School OOSH Room - 95806591 Oatley Community Hall - 95701142

Postal Address- PO BOX 263 Oatley NSW 2223
Email - enquires@oatleyoosh.org.au
VACATION CARE REQUIREMENTS
Dear parents,
It has come to our attention that a number of children have been attending vacation care in
inappropriate / impracticable clothing and shoes. Oatley OOSH lists all the items you will need
everyday on our website in addition to a detailed description of each activity to allow you to pack
accordingly. As a general reminder, to adhere to our safety guidelines, the below outlines what
each child needs to wear and bring each day
CLOTHING
- T-Shirt or dress with sleeves – no singlets or crop-tops for sun safe reasons
SHOES
- Closed in shoes – no thongs, flip flops, sandals, crocs etc.
- Ballet flats / slip on shoes are not recommended
HAT
- A red OOSH cap is compulsory everyday
o If you wish to wear a wide brimmed hat, you will need to wear the red OOSH hat
on top
FOOD
- Breakfast is provided until 9:00am in vacation care
- Morning tea and afternoon tea EVERYDAY
- On the days lunch is provided, check the detailed descriptions for what we are having
o If your child doesn’t like what’s provided, feel free to bring your own lunch
- A water bottle
- We will not provide snacks or lunch for your children unless programmed
BACK PACK
- A two strapped back pack is compulsory – no shoulder bags / duffel bags
- Siblings cannot share a bag - in the event we need to separate children by age/height/etc.,
all children need to have their own individual bags.
ELECTRONICS
- Children are allowed to use iPad / phone / DS’ for a period of time in the afternoons
only.
o You may bring a device and lock it in the provided cabinet, however all
responsibility is on you and your child. Oatley OOSH holds no responsibility for
any lost or damaged property
Thank you for understanding and helping us to make the day as comfortable and practical as
possible for your child.
Kind Regards,
Oatley OOSH

